Efficient management of a drinking water network reduces the economic costs related to water production and transport (pumping). Model predictive control (MPC) is nowadays a quite well-accepted approach for the efficient management of the water networks because it allows formulating the control problem in terms of the optimization of the economic costs. Therefore, shortterm forecasts are a key issue in the performance of MPC applied to water distribution networks.
INTRODUCTION
Drinking water is one of our vital resources; it is used in almost every human activity (personal hygiene, cleaning in general, manufacturing products, etc.). In fact, according to Primary Health Care in Alma-Ata in 1978, safe water is a main component for the World Health Organization ().
Usually, drinking water is brought from distant sites to cities and its production and transportation is expensive.
Water is stored in temporary tanks and then throughout the city. Water distribution systems consist of an interconnected series of pipes, storage facilities, and components that convey drinking water to meet the city water demand (Alperovits & Shamir ) . The economic costs associated with drinking water production are due to chemicals, legal canons, and electricity costs. Moreover, the transportation of drinking water through the overall water network plays an important role regarding electricity costs in pumping stations. Improving water supply management means a reduction in operating costs, avoiding the development of new supplies and unnecessary expansion of infrastructure (Stephenson ) . It also reduces withdrawals from limited freshwater supplies, reducing at the same time the negative effect on the natural environment.
There are several strategies to manage the water supply network efficiently. One of them is model predictive control a wide range of industrial applications (Ormsbee & Lansey ; van Overloop ; Ma et al. ) . MPC provides suitable techniques to compute optimal control strategies ahead of time for all the control elements of a water system supply.
The accuracy of MPC depends on the water distribution model and the accuracy of the short-term forecasting of the water demand. In water distribution networks, MPC focuses on finding the best input control sequence for controlling the water supply network for the next 24 hours. A poor demand prediction may lead to a significant increase in costs (for example, in Hippert et al. () , it is stated that an increase of 1% in the error would imply a £10 million increase of operational cost).
In this paper, we address the short-term water demand forecasting problem, in particular, the water demand forecasting for the next 24 steps ahead (hourly prediction). To deal with this problem, we propose the fragmentation of the forecasting model. Instead of having a unique forecasting model of the next 24 hours, we explore the use of 24 models. Each model is specialized in one particular hour in the 24 hour horizon and is independent from the other 23 models. That is, Model 1 provides the forecast for the next hour yt þ 1, Model 2 provides the forecast for the 2 hours ahead yt þ 2, and so on, until Model 24 that provides the forecast for the 24 hours ahead yt þ 24. The idea of using multimodels came from other methods of solution, such as solving higher order systems, reducing them to their simplest form (e.g., linearization of nonlinear systems by Seron & Braslavsky () ). Also, if we compare a one-step optimization function against multiple-steps ahead, it is clearly that the one-step ahead is simpler than the case of multiple steps; and therefore, the threshold of uncertainty and computational time grows as the number of steps (McElroy & Wildi ).
Since each model is independent, it is necessary to create, define, and train 24 models. Recent research activities on artificial neural networks (ANNs) have shown that they have powerful pattern classification and recognition capabilities. Inspired by biological systems, particularly by research into the human brain, ANNs are able to learn and generalize from experience. Currently, ANNs are used for a wide variety of tasks in many different fields of business, industry, and science (Zhang et al. ) .
One major application area of ANNs is forecasting.
ANNs provide an attractive alternative tool for both forecasting researchers and practitioners. Several distinguishing features of ANNs make them valuable and attractive for a forecasting task (Zhang et al. ) .
Given a time series, we need to provide a neural model capable of producing an acceptable forecasting of the process it represents. We explore the use of ANNs to define each model. The use of an ANN as a forecasting method has shown excellent performance in engineering applications. However, one of the drawbacks resides in the difficulty of training the ANN model. The ANN optimization modeling problems often lead to non-convex optimization problems. This fact implies that global optima cannot be guaranteed. Therefore standard gradient-based algorithms can only guarantee suboptimal results. Hence, the exploration of the gradient-free optimization algorithms (such as genetic algorithm (GA)) is considered as a suitable training method (Nocedal & Wright ) .
The more information the ANN received (including both qualitative and quantitative data), the more accurate the output will be. A time series is a sequence of chronologically ordered observations recorded at regular time intervals.
Water demand time series present different dynamic behaviors that might be seen as the change of different possible unknown regimes. For example, the water demand behavior during the holidays is different from that of working days, or summer from winter days, but regular during these periods.
This fact motivates considering these behaviors by adding the prediction of next qualitative behavior (mode) as an input to the ANN.
In summary, we present a methodology that fragments the simultaneous demand forecasting of the 24 hours ahead into smaller subproblems (models), where each model is independent from each other. The forecast is not only a function of past observations; an external factor, social behavior (called a pattern) is added. To estimate the next pattern, first we detect the patterns in the time series, then we label each day according to its pattern, to finally be able to estimate the next pattern. The forecasting method used in each model is based on an ANN. The inputs of the ANN are the past observations plus the estimation of the next day pattern. We design the architecture of the net (number of inputs, hidden layers) using GAs; traditionally, this type of process is carried out by trial and error. For the learning process, we use GA and compare In their research, they conclude that direct methods often require higher functional complexity than iterated ones, but direct models present a better accuracy than iterated ones. These behavior changes might be produced by changes of dynamical regimes. Although the multi-modeling approach was born with the analysis of partially known real systems, the same ideas can be adopted for time series forecasting, where there is no knowledge about the system behind the dynamics, as is the case of water demand time series.
In relation to water demand, different model methodologies for forecasting have been explored (Donkor et al. ) . We found in the literature modeling methodologies with human behavior patterns. In the literature, we found works where these human patterns are incorporated into the forecast methodology (e.g., Quevedo et al. ), but each work differs in the way they are incorporated. In our work, an intelligent method to estimate the next day pattern is used. This method starts pre-processing the time series by using the silhouette coefficient to define the number of patterns (or modes). Each day is labeled in the training set according to its pattern, and we estimate the next day pattern using kNN in the validation set. We would like to mention that in our previous works (Quevedo et al. ; Lopez et al. a) , we started exploring the use of a calendar (days of the week, in terms of labor days and holidays), but we found that this intelligent method improves the calendar method (Lopez et al. b) . Regarding the learning process, it is performed in a completely different way. Romano & Kapelan () used traditional gradient-based learning algorithms (e.g., BP, conjugate gradient, Levenberg-Marquardt), while we use GA to perform the learning process. In our work, we perform a comparison with a single ANN performing one-step ahead forecasting, using for the learning process: traditional methods (BP, BFGS, conjugate gradient algorithm), and GAs. GAs outperformed the other methods, with respect to forecast accuracy.
Proofs of these experiments are provided later in the paper.
In summary, the proposed approach improves the use of the calendar (day of the week) by using the estimation of the next day pattern. Also, it improves the accuracy obtained by using GA compared to the use of traditional gradientbased learning methods (e.g., BP).
CASE STUDY
The Barcelona water network will be the case study used to illustrate the proposed methodology. The Barcelona network is managed by the company Aguas de Barcelona.
This company not only supplies water to Barcelona city but also to the metropolitan area. The network supplies 23 municipalities in a 424 km 2 area with 4,645 km of pipes in order to meet the water demands of about three million people (Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona ).
The sources of water are the rivers Ter and Llobregat that are regulated at the head by some dams with an overall capacity of 600 hm 3 . There are four drinking water treatment plants which treat the underground flows. Also, there are several underground sources (wells) that can provide water through pumping stations.
The different water sources currently provide a flow of around 7 m 3 /s. Currently, a desalter plant has just been put into production with a capacity of 60 hm 3 /year. This plant is located at the end of the Llobregat river and produces drinking water by treating the sea water through a desalinization process. This plant will become of prime importance especially in drought periods since it will help maintain the water supply.
Due to the geographical topology of Barcelona and its surroundings, the water network supply of the metropolitan area is structured in pressure zones. Indeed, the topology of Barcelona, with a big difference in height between the sea level and the highest point to be supplied which is about 500 m above the sea level, makes it necessary to homogenize the pressure by intermediate tanks and pumping stations.
The complete transport network is composed of 63 storage tanks, three surface sources and seven underground sources, 79 pumps, 50 valves, 18 nodes, and 88 demand sectors (see Figure 1 ). The network is controlled through a 
PROPOSED APPROACH
Water consumption for operational control of water networks in urban areas is usually managed on a daily basis, because reasonably good hourly 24 hour ahead demand predictions may, in general, be available, and common transport delay times between the supplies and the consumer sites allow operators to follow daily water request patterns. Therefore, this horizon is appropriate for evaluating the effects of different control strategies on the water network, with respect to operational goals. However, other horizons may be more appropriate in specific utilities. The short-term forecast of the intraday series has a main feature: the double periodicity (daily and hourly). Moreover, the consumption of water demand changes between holidays and working days and between summer and winter, but present regular behaviors during these periods. Each behavior can be represented by a regime that is characterized by a mode (qualitative behavior). Figure 2 In the literature, we found a work that indicates the conditions under which a multi input-multi output (MIMO) ANN architecture is less accurate than a multi inputsingle output (MISO) architecture (Chang et al. ) . This is because the forecasting problem using MIMO architectures becomes a multi-objective optimization problem.
Therefore, to address the water demand forecasting problem, we use MISO models.
In this work, we translate the problem of one MIMO model into 24 single independent MISO models. We propose the use of a bank of 24 models, where each model is independent and focuses specifically on the prediction of 1 hour (for example, Model 1 is specialized in the prediction of y tþ1 , Model 2 in y tþ2 , and so on). Table 1 . Table 1 shows that every model is used to predict a particular step in the 24-step horizon; e.g., Model 1 defines y tþ1 , where yt is the observation at the time t, and y tþi is the next observation that is going to be forecasted. Also, every model receives a different number of inputs because the GA defines for every case (model) the number of last observations (k) to consider (e.g., Model 1 has k 1 inputs).
In this paper, the ANN architecture used for this task is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). A MLP, as a universal approximator, can learn any given function, as long as it has enough neurons in the hidden layer. That fact allows the network to capture the different forms of the function to be modeled. An example of this kind of architecture is depicted in Figure 4 . The hidden layer has m neurons, the ANN has one output (the corresponding predicted hour (yt þi )), and the sigmoid function as the activation function. In summary, the forecast function to yt þi is defined as:
where f 1 and f 2 are the activation functions, and w are the coefficients (also known connection weights).
In this forecast problem, we need to provide an accurate model that defines the behavior of the water demand. To define the accuracy of each model, we use the minimization of the mean square error statistical measure, which is defined as:
To obtain an accurate y, it is necessary to define the number of inputs (past observations k), number of neurons in the hidden layer (m), and the connection weights (w l ) of each ANN defined in the BM (for example, for one net of 25 inputs and 50 neurons in the hidden layer, we have the problem of determining more than 1,000 connection weights (w l )). Thus, the determination of the optimal number of neurons in the hidden layer is a crucial issue. If the hidden layer is too small, the network cannot possess to the weight connections. The first set corresponds to the weight connections from the input to the neurons in the hidden layer; its size is (k þ 1)*m (k is the number of inputs, and m is the number of neurons in the hidden layer). The second set corresponds to the connection weights from the neurons in the hidden layer to the output neuron; its size is m. Figure 5 shows the structure of the chromosome.
The chromosome vector is coded in values between zero and one. To decode the vector, we use
where LimMax is the upper limit and LimMin is the lower limit to decode. For instance, if we want to test architectures between 10 and 80 inputs, the upper limit and the lower limit will be 80 and 10 respectively; and DV is the decoded value. Notice that Equation (3) is based on a maximum and a minimum value. This is because the first two positions of the vector define the number of inputs and number of neurons in the hidden layer (e.g., values between 10 and 80). The next part of the vector corresponds to the weights of the connections (with values between À1 and 1).
The regimes (or modes) are determined as defined in the work of Lopez et al. (b) . In this work, the regimes of a water demand time series are obtained using k-means and validated with the silhouette coefficient to select the number of clusters. Once we have labeled every day with a mode, we estimate the next mode using kNN.
The forecast is defined in two processes: the offline process and the online process. The offline process defines the modes and the 24 MISO models, forming the BM. In the online process, we estimate the next mode and the next day water demand (hourly periods) from the ANNs already trained in the offline process.
Offline process
To perform a forecast, first we require to segment the time series in prototypes or modes (see the work of Lopez et al.
(b)). Then, we need to define the architecture and the connection weights of the 24 ANNs.
The process to define the ANNs in the BM is defined in Algorithm 1. From this algorithm, we start defining the After the evaluation of each individual the evolution process is started, the parents are selected and, in our case, we use tournament selection. With a certain probability we perform the crossover and the mutation giving as a result two offspring. The offspring is evaluated and inserted in the offspring list. This process is repeated until a convergence criterion is achieved. In our case, the search is limited to a predefined number of evolutions.
RESULTS
To provide an empirical proof of the effectiveness of our approach, real water demand coming from the Barcelona case study presented earlier is used. In particular, demand time series obtained from flow meters p10017, p10012, p10025, and p10031 are used. The experiments were divided in two phases: the offline and the online. In the offline process, we define the number of modes or patterns of the time series; the time series per day is labeled according to its pattern number, forming the mode vector. The mode of the next day is used as an input of each model.
Once the mode vector is obtained, we split the problem to produce 24 ANN models, where every ANN model forecasts only one of the 24 hours. For this part, we use As mentioned before, we start performing the experiments with traditional methods (gradient-based methods defined in the Neurolabs Library). Table 2 shows a comparison between the traditional methods defined in the Neurolabs Library and GA. The experiments presented in this table were performed using a water demand time series of the flow meter p10012.
From Table 2 , we observe that GA presents a better performance in the validation set than the other three methods.
The following experiments were performed in a 30-60 day period (which give us a time series of 720-1,440 measurements). The training and validation sets were created using 70% and 30% of these data, respectively. After the training process, we obtained 24 trained nets. The GA parameters used to perform the training process are shown in Table 3 . The inputs of the ANN contain between 10 and 70 past observations. This means that GA will search within this range; the same case applies for the number of neurons. In the case of the mutation probability, it means that 55% of the offspring will mutate, but only less than 1% of its genes are mutated. The approximate time to train a single net is about 90 minutes.
Once the parameters (number of inputs, hidden neurons, weights connections) of the 24 models in the BM have been tuned, we perform the forecast with the validation set. Figure 6 illustrates the performance of 1 day forecasting of the four considered demands. Each hour is defined by one model in the set of models.
During the training process, the MSE function (2) is minimized. After the training (offline) process and to assess and compare the performance of the proposed approach different statistical measures (mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percent error (MAPE), and root mean square error (RSME)) were considered. Definitions of these statistical measures are: Since the water demand time series is cyclic with a 24 hour period, we adopt the term of Naïve to refer the forecast performed as Y tþ1 ¼ Y tÀ24 . To clearly observe the accuracy of the BM compared with the Naïve method, Figure 8 shows a comparison between them.
The following tables (Tables 4-7) show the comparison between the proposed method, the QMMP þ kNN, Holt-Winters, ANN, and Naïve method, for the flow meters p10012, p10017, p10025, p10031 of the Barcelona network. . We can observe that the proposed method (BM) is more accurate for the considered application. The methods used for comparison re-inject the forecast data, to continue the forecast, in predictions of two steps and forward. Carrying on with this approach leads to increasing the uncertainty. Thus, the longer is the forecast horizon, the bigger the forecasting error will be.
To observe this behavior, a detailed comparison of the forecasting results obtained with the re-injected ANN versus the BM is performed. In Figure 9 , there are two columns of plots. The first column of Figure 9 corresponds to the forecasts obtained using the set of models and the second one when the re-injected net is used. In the first column of Figure 9 , the results obtained for the models corresponding to different prediction steps are shown: 8 (a), 16
(c), and 24 (e). In the second column, the plots correspond to results obtained with re-injected net for the same steps: However, if we compare the proposed method with the QMMP þ kNN, we find similar accuracy among the four flow meters. The BM is more accurate in two of four flow meters, and the accuracy difference is similar. Both methods use the modes to forecast, but use them in a different way;
while the BM uses the next mode as one input, the QMMP þ kNN uses the mode to define which prototype to select.
Finally, regarding the application of these forecasts to the operative management of water networks using MPC, it is very important to determine how uncertain the predictions are (worst-case scenario). A bad estimation can lead to higher production costs or the non-satisfaction of the demand supply. For this the reason, the confidence intervals (CI) of the forecasts provided by the BM are determined.
This allows to bound the forecasting uncertainty.
The use of a BM facilitates the creation of the uncertainty bounds since the use of iterative prediction models will imply that the CI will grow exponentially with the number of steps forward to forecast. Figure 10 shows the CI of the forecasted values for several flow meters using the proposed approach. The CI quantify the model uncertainty assuming that error follows normal distribution as follows:
x À 1:96
where μ is interval with a 95% confidence, x is the mean of the error, σ is the standard deviation, and n is length of the population.
In Figure 10 , each plot has four lines, the black line corresponds to the real data, the dotted line corresponds to the prediction, and the two dotted thinner lines (above and under the real data) defines the boundary of the confidence interval. With the CI, the MPC controller can know about The second column shows the results obtained with the re-injected net: yt þ8 (b), yt þ16 (d), and yt þ24 (f). If we compare the first column with the second one, we observe that the accuracy from the first column is better than the second column.
the worst-case demand scenario, and prevent problems of demand satisfaction.
CONCLUSIONS
When using MPC control for managing water distribution networks, the water demand forecast is very important in order to determine the best control sequence to apply to pumping stations and valves. With an accurate control sequence it is possible to reduce costs and improve economic and environmental benefits. In this work, we deal with the forecasting problem using a BM; where every model defined is independent and focused only in 1 hour in particular. We use ANN to define each model, and GA to obtain the best architecture, whereas traditionally this process is performed by trial and error. In this work, we propose the use of GAs to design the architecture of the net. For the training process, we start testing the experiments with traditional methods such as BP or BFGS, among others, and alternatively we use GA to define the connection weights, given the last method has a better accuracy than the traditional optimization methods. If we compare the time that the learning process using the traditional methods takes compared to GA, we found a huge difference (1=minute to 45 minutes); but this process is performed offline. Once the connection weights are obtained, the prediction is very fast.
In previous works, the short-term water demand forecast is performed considering the previous measurements,
giving the opportunity to search if other factors like the temperature, humidity, human behavior, among others, have an influence on the water demand. In this work, we consider the human behavior factor by adding a mode to the input. The mode (or regime) concept comes from studying the time series, especially the ones that come from nature and the ones that came from human activities.
Nature and humans have behavior patterns (like the weather in summer and in winter). With this assumption, we focus on detecting the pattern and predict it. Also, if an ANN has more information about the system, the more accurate the forecast is going to be. In our proposal, we identify the modes of the time series, we forecast the next mode and use it as an input of the ANN.
Finally, all the predictions are not completely accurate, there is always an error. The MPC controller needs to prevent the worst-case scenario, anticipating in advance the reaction in order to avoid problems of dissatisfaction of the water demand. The BM facilitates the construction of the confidence interval because in the forecast of the next forecast. In this work, the CI will allow determination of the worst-case scenario, so the MPC controller can anticipate in advance possible demand supply problems.
The system has been fully implemented in Python (Python Software Foundation ), using distributed EA (Fortin et al. ) (a Python plugin to perform GA) and the graphics showed in this article were performed in Mathematica (Wolfram Research ) . The methodology was satisfactorily tested on the Barcelona water network.
As a future work, we plan to integrate this approach with the MPC controller and provide a robust MPC design methodology able to take into account the CI when computing the control actions to apply to the actuators. This idea can be complemented with the work of Giustolisi et al.
() that considers a Bayes-based method to estimate the predictive uncertainty based on the observed data. Also, it is interesting to include a statistical validation that allows detecting and minimizing structural errors following the analysis included in the work of Hutton & Kapelan () .
We could also consider performing a spatial analysis by consider other factors affecting the water demand, such as temperature, humidity, etc.
Finally, we could consider the use of the BM in the validation and reconstruction of data. By splitting the forecast into individual models, it will be easy to make a statistical analysis of the data that will allow to data validation and reconstruction to be carried out.
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